FREEFORM INJECTION MOLDING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
From Design to Injection Molding in 6 hours and 50 minutes

Part: design provided by a leading client in the Automotive Industry
Material: customer specific, BASF Ultramid 30% Glass-filled PA66

PART DESIGN
The part design was provided by a leading
client in the Automotive Industry, as a
STEP file for AddiFab to work with

MOLD DESIGN
Converting the STEP file into a FIM mold
design, by adding inlets and initial venting.
Here is one of the FIM mold halves.

PRINTING MOLDS
The part size for this design is large. We
have split the design over 2 mold units
and assembled them. We printed the
molds in various resolutions.
The AddiFab platform allows a range of
print resolutions: X/Y from 10um to 50um
and Z from 10 to 200um.

FREEFORM INJECTION
MOLDING (FIM)
The parts were molded on a 50 ton Krauss Maffei. Our molds
work hand-in-hand with any installed base molding unit.
From 7 ton Babyplast to 250 ton HUSKYs. A pressure of up to
3,500 bars works great. Your choice. An aluminum mold
frame was used to hold the large combo FIM mold in place.

DE-MOLDING
We choose to use our chemical dissolver for these parts, the core process
of FIM. They need 2-3 days in the bath. Could be optimized via mold redesign, with a focus for quicker de-molding, thinner walls etc. Our print
resins handle 450 Degree Celcius and can also be used for split-molds
and multi-shot molds, re-usable for low volume manufacturing.

FIRST OUT-OF-TOOL PARTS
The bracket below, is the first out of tool: no post-processing,
no polishing. Details in design and functionality, stand out
clearly.

The Impact:
On day 3 the
brackets were
mounted in highend Sports Cars for
real-life testing
- just above the
Turbo Charger....

OBSERVATIONS
The mold design was an easy process
The material (BASF Ultramid) seems to fill the
molds nicely in the first test rounds
Optimization for de-molding is always a good thing,
running the next iterations
Datasheet materials have been used for molding
data, settings, pressure, temperatures, and more
Changing Design, Materials, or both - based on
obtained results, are just some of the benefits from
working with Freeform Injection Molding

Freeform Injection Molding
Why/How/What?
WHY: Enabling you to accelerate, validate and de-risk your hardware
development journeys.
HOW: Introducing unlimited design freedom + access to any
injection molding material, including your own.
WHAT: The impact: Same or next-day injection-molded productiongrade parts with built-in performance> all the way from Rapid
Prototyping to Low Volume Manufacturing.

The FIM process is compatible with any standard injection molding machine in the market
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